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SPECIAL DIVISORS ON MARKED CHAINS OF CYCLES
NATHAN PFLUEGER
Abstract. We completely describe all Brill-Noether loci on metric
graphs consisting of a chain of g cycles with arbitrary edge lengths,
generalizing work of Cools, Draisma, Payne, and Robeva. The struc-
ture of these loci is determined by displacement tableaux on rectangular
partitions, which we define. More generally, we fix a marked point on
the rightmost cycle, and completely analyze the loci of divisor classes
with specified ramification at the marked point, classifying them using
displacement tableaux. Our results give a tropical proof of the gener-
alized Brill-Noether theorem for general marked curves, and serve as a
foundation for the analysis of general algebraic curves of fixed gonality.
1. Introduction
The tropical proof of the Brill-Noether theorem [CDPR12] gave a parame-
terization of the setsW rd pΓq of special divisors on a metric graph Γ composed
of a chain of cycles with generic edge lengths. The purpose of this paper to
to generalize this analysis, in two ways. We use these generalizations to give
a tropical proof of the generalized Brill-Noether theorem (for curves with a
marked point), and also as a foundation for our paper [Pfl16], which gives
applications to the geometry of general curves of fixed gonality.
The first generalization is that we consider arbitrary chains of cycles, with
any edge lengths. We show that the behavior of the loci of special divisor
classes on Γ depends only on a sequence of numbers m “ pm2,m3, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mgq,
easily computed from the edge lengths, called the torsion profile of Γ (Defini-
tion 1.9). The torsion profile determines whether the chain Γ is Brill-Noether
general in the sense of [CDPR12]. The metric graph Γ is called Brill-Noether
general if dimW rd pΓq “ g´ pr` 1qpg ´ d` rq whenever this number is non-
negative, and W rd pΓq is empty otherwise. The original genericity condition
of [CDPR12] is equivalent to saying that mi “ 0 or mi ą 2g ´ 2.
Theorem 1.1. A chain of cycles Γ is Brill-Noether general if and only if
for each i P t2, 3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , g ´ 1u, either mi “ 0 or
mi ą minpi, g ` 1´ iq.
The second direction in which we generalize [CDPR12] is by considering
special divisors with prescribed ramification at a marked point w P Γ, which
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we always take to be on the rightmost cycle of the chain. In algebraic geome-
try, imposing ramification conditions amounts to considering only those lin-
ear series that correspond to maps to projective space in which the marked
point is inflected in a particular way (see Definition 1.6). Although this
generalization is interesting in its own right, it is in fact a necessary in-
gredient in our arguments even in the ordinary case. We will define, for
any metric graph Γ with a marked point w, generalized Brill-Noether loci
W λpΓ, wq Ď Pic0pΓq, where λ is a partition.
Here by a partition we mean a finite, non-increasing sequence of nonneg-
ative integers, where two such sequences are considered the same if one is
obtained by adding a sequence of 0s to the end of the other. We will also
identify partitions with their Young diagrams (in French notation), which
we in turn regard as subsets of Z2ą0, according to the following convention.
Convention 1.2. Any partition λ “ pλ0, λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λrq (where λ0 ě λ1 ě
¨ ¨ ¨ ě λr) will be identified with the subset
tpx, yq P Z2ą0 : 1 ď x ď λy´1, 1 ď y ď r ` 1u,
which we will refer to as the Young diagram of λ. We denote the number of
elements in this set (i.e. the sum of the elements λi) by |λ|.
The link between the generalized Brill-Noether loci W λpΓ, wq and the
ordinary Brill-Noether loci is that W rd pΓq is isomorphic to W
λpΓ, wq, where
λ is a rectangular partition of height r ` 1 and width g ´ d ` r, and w
is any marked point. The isomorphism W λpΓ, wq Ñ W rd pΓq is given by
rDs ÞÑ rD ` d ¨ ws.
λ “
g ´ d` r
r ` 1
W rd pΓq –W
λpΓ, wq
The analog of the Brill-Noether number is g ´ |λ|. Note in particular
that when λ is the rectangle above, this is the usual Brill-Noether number
g ´ pr ` 1qpg ´ d` rq. We call a marked metric graph pΓ, wq Brill-Noether
general if for all partitions λ, dimW λpΓ, wq “ g ´ |λ| if this number is
nonnegative, and W λpΓ, wq is empty otherwise. We obtain the following
marked-point version of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.3. Let pΓ, wq be a marked chain of cycles with w on the right-
most cycle and torsion profile m “ pm2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mgq. Then pΓ, wq is Brill-
Noether general if and only if for each i P t2, 3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gu, either mi “ 0 or
mi ą i.
Our main result is an explicit parameterization of the loci W λpΓ, wq,
when Γ is any chain of cycles of genus g (with arbitrary edge lengths), w is a
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marked point on the rightmost cycle, and λ is any partition. This parame-
terization is based on combinatorial objects called m-displacement tableaux
(Definition 2.1), which are Young tableaux on λ with certain constraints
depending on the torsion profile m. We write t $m λ to indicate that t is
an m-displacement tableau on the partition λ. Each such tableau t defines
a locus Tptq Ď Pic0pΓq, homeomorphic to a torus of dimension equal to g
minus the number of symbols appearing in t (Definition 3.5). In particular,
dimTptq ě g ´ |λ|, with equality if and only if λ has no repeated symbols.
Theorem 1.4. For any chain Γ of torsion profile m and any partition λ,
W λpΓ, wq “
ď
t$mλ
Tptq.
A consequence of this (Corollary 3.7) is that we can compute the dimen-
sions of the loci W λpΓ, wq by determining the minimum number of distinct
symbols in an m-displacement tableau on λ. Together with semicontinuity
results for tropicalization of algebraic curves (summarized in Section 5), we
can deduce upper bounds on the dimensions of Brill-Noether varieties of
(marked or unmarked) algebraic curves. Most importantly, choosing special
edge lengths in a chain of cycles opens new applications of the theory of
linear series on metric graphs, as in our [Pfl16]. We also obtain a tropical
proof of the generalized Brill-Noether theorem for algebraic curves with one
marked point, originally proved by Eisenbud and Harris [EH86, Theorem
4.5].
Theorem 1.5 (Generalized Brill-Noether theorem). Let pC, pq be a general
marked algebraic curve of genus g over an algebraically closed field of any
characteristic. Let r, d be positive integers such that g ´ d ` r ě 0, and let
α “ pα0, α1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αrq be a nondecreasing sequence of nonnegative integers.
Then the variety W r,αd pC, pq Ď Pic
dpCq of line bundles of rank at least r and
ramification at least α at the point p (see Definition 1.6) is nonempty if and
only if the adjusted Brill-Noether number
ρpg, d, r, αq “ g ´ pr ` 1qpg ´ d` rq ´
rÿ
i“0
αi
is nonnegative. If nonempty, this locus has dimension exactly ρpg, d, r, αq.
This theorem will follow from Corollary 5.3. We now define and give
the geometric interpretation of generalized Brill-Noether loci, in both the
algebraic and tropical contexts.
1.1. Brill-Noether loci of marked algebraic curves. Let C be a smooth
projective algebraic curve of genus g, and let d, r be nonnegative integers
with r ě d´ g. Brill-Noether theory concerns the geometry of the schemes
W rd pCq parameterizing degree d line bundles L on C such that h
0pLq ě r`1.
The reason that we require r ě d ´ g is that the Riemann-Roch formula
guarantees that h0pLq ě pd ´ gq ` 1, regardless of the line bundle. If a
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g ´ d` r
r ` 1
αr
...
α1
α0
Figure 1. The partition λ associated to the data g, d, r, α.
In this example, r “ 3, d “ g ´ 3, and α “ p0, 2, 2, 3q.
marked point p P C is chosen, one can also impose ramification data at p.
The vanishing orders of a line bundle L of rank r (that is, h0pLq “ r ` 1q
at the point p are the integers a0 ă a1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ar such that there exists
a section of L vanishing to that order at p. Alternatively, one can define
ai “ maxtn : h
0pLp´n ¨ pqq ě r ` 1 ´ i. The ramification orders are the
nondecreasing sequence of integers α0 ď α1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď αr defined by αi “ ai´i.
We therefore make the following definition.
Definition 1.6. Let pC, pq be a smooth projective curve with a marked
point. The variety of line bundles of rank at least r with ramification at
least α at p is
W
r,α
d pC, pq “ tL P Pic
dpCq : h0pLp´pαi`iqpqq ě r`1´i for i “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ru.
To the data g, r, d, α, we associate a partition pλ0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λrq as follows (see
Figure 1 for a visual illustration).
λi “ pg ´ d` rq ` αr´i
An alternative description that we find useful is that λ is the minimal
partition whose Young diagram (regarded as a subset of Z2ą0) contains all
of the points in
tpg ´ d` r ` αi, r ` 1´ iq : i “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ru X Z
2
ą0.
Observe that many such varieties W r,αd pC, pq are automatically isomor-
phic: if d is increased by 1, as are all of the integers αi (that is, if a base
point is added at p), the result is an isomorphic variety, now in Picd`1pCq,
obtained by applying the map L ÞÑ Lppq to the original. Therefore there
is substantial redundancy in studying all possible data g, r, d, α. However,
note that any two sets of data pg, r, d, αq that are isomorphic for the reason
described give the same partition λ (the difference is simply where the gap
is drawn in Figure 1). Indeed, we can identify both with a single subscheme
of Pic0pCq, defined as follows.
Definition 1.7. The Brill-Noether locus corresponding to the partition λ
and the marked curve pC, pq is
W λpC, pq “tL P Pic0pCq : h0pLpd1 ¨ pqq ě r1 ` 1
whenever pg ´ d1 ` r1, r1 ` 1q P λu.
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Remark 1.8. If h0pLpd ¨ pqq ě r ` 1, then it follows automatically that
h0pLppd ` 1q ¨ pqq ě r ` 1 and h0pLppd ´ 1q ¨ pqq ě r. In other words,
once px, yq P λ, there are no additional restrictions imposed by px´ 1, yq or
px, y ´ 1q. This explains why there is no loss of generality in requiring λ to
be a partition, i.e. to be closed leftward and downward. Also, the Riemann-
Roch theorem guarantees that if r ă 0 or g ´ d` r ď 0, then the condition
h0pLpd ¨ pqq ě r ` 1 holds for all line bundles L P Pic0pCq, so there is no
loss of generality in only allowing λ to have points with both coordinates
positive.
Comparing Definition 1.6 and Definition 1.7, it follows that the map L ÞÑ
Lp´d ¨ pq gives an isomorphism W r,αd pC, pq Ñ W
λpC, pq, where λ is the
partition associated to g, r, d, α as described above. Note in particular that
when λ is a rectangle (i.e. the minimal partition containing pg´d`r, r`1q),
we have W λpC, pq –W rd pCq (regardless of the marked point p). Therefore it
suffices to study the geometry of W λpC, pq. We hope that the results of this
paper will convince the reader that indexing Brill-Noether varieties (with
one marked point) by the partition λ is the most natural way to study their
geometry.
The scheme structure on W λpC, pq is defined as an intersection of degen-
eracy loci of certain maps of vector bundles over Pic0pCq. We summarize
this description in Section 4, where we also deduce from intersection theory
that dimW λpC, pq ě g´|λ|, with equality if and only if the class ofW λpC, pq
(either in the Chow group or in singular cohomology) is
(1) rW λpC, pqs “ Θ|λ|
O ź
px,yqPλ
hookpx, yq.
In formula (1), hookpx, yq denotes the hook length of the box px, yq in
the Young diagram of λ, i.e. the total number of boxes in λ that are ei-
ther of the form px1, yq with x1 ě x or px, y1q with y1 ě y. In particular,
since degΘg “ g!, this formula shows in the case g “ |λ| that if W λpC, pq
is 0-dimensional, then its cardinality is equal, by the hook length formula
[FRT54], to the number of standard Young tableaux on λ. Observe in par-
ticular that equation (1) does not depend on g at all, but only on λ; we offer
this as evidence that λ is the most natural combinatorial object with which
to parameterize Brill-Noether varieties of marked curves.
Theorem 1.5 can therefore be restated to say that, for a general point
pC, pq in Mg,1 over an algebraically closed field, the dimension of W
λpC, pq
is always equal to g´ |λ| (or W λpC, pq is empty if |λ| ą g), and formula (1)
gives the class of this locus. This will be proved as Corollary 5.3.
1.2. Chains of cycles. If Γ is a metric graph, w P Γ is a point, and λ
is a partition, then we define a generalized Brill-Noether locus W λpΓ, wq Ď
Pic0pΓq in the same manner as for marked algebraic curves. Here rp¨q denotes
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¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
v1 w1 v2 w2 vg wg
Figure 2. The chain of cycles Γ.
the Baker-Norine rank of a divisor (see [MZ08] or [GK08]).
W λpΓ, wq “trDs P Pic0pΓq : rpD ` d1 ¨ pq ě r1
whenever pg ´ d1 ` r1, r1 ` 1q P λu
We will consider a metric graph Γ composed of a chain of cycles as shown
in Figure 2. We require that vi and wi are distinct points for each i. The
point wg will serve as the marked point. We have drawn the chain with
bridges from wi to vi`1 to make some of our notation simpler, but all of our
results are unaffected if the bridges have length 0.
We will show that all of the information about the Brill-Noether loci of
pΓ, wgq is encoded in a sequence m “ pm2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mgq of g ´ 1 nonnegative
integers, called the torsion profile of Γ. The integer mi will be called the ith
torsion order and is defined as follows.
Definition 1.9. Let ℓi denote the length of the ith cycle, and let ℓpviwiq
denote the length of the clockwise edge from vi to wi. If ℓpviwiq is an
irrational multiple of ℓi, then the ith torsion order mi is 0. Otherwise, mi
is the minimum positive integer such that mi ¨ ℓpviwiq is an integer multiple
of ℓi.
An equivalent description (which explains the name) is that mi identifies
precisely which multiples of the divisor wi ´ vi are linearly equivalent to 0.
Note that mi ‰ 1, since we prohibit vi “ wi.
We summarize this notation in the following situation, for easy reference.
Situation 1.10. Let Γ be a chain of cycles with points vi, wi as shown in
Figure 2, and let mi (for i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , g) denote the ith torsion order of this
chain. The torsion profile of Γ is denoted by m “ pm2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mgq.
Although we have defined mi for all i P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gu, note that we do not
include the first torsion order m1 in the torsion profile m. This is because
the value of m1 is determined only by the position of v1 on the first cycle,
which in immaterial to the properties of the marked metric graph pΓ, wgq.
The Jacobian Pic0pΓq is naturally isomorphic to the product of all g cycles
of Γ (see Lemma 3.3 for an explicit isomorphism that we will be the basis of
our constructions). Our main result on the structure ofW λpΓ, wgq, Theorem
1.4, states that W λpΓ, wgq is always equal to a union of sub-tori, each given
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by fixing a point on some of the cycles but not others. These tori are in
bijection withm-displacement tableaux, which depend on the torsion profile.
The proof of Theorem 1.4 is largely similar to the method in [CDPR12]:
special divisors are constructed one cycle at a time, by placing a single chip
on each cycle. The choice of where to place the chip of cycle i is determined
in [CDPR12] by the data of a lingering lattice path, which can in turn be
specified by a Young tableau on λ. We give a slightly different construc-
tion of divisors from Young tableaux. Unlike in [CDPR12], the divisors we
produce are not necessary v1-reduced divisors. However, the dependence of
the chip positions on the tableau is more transparent. The idea underlying
our construction is that we construct, inductively, divisors on a sequence of
chains Γ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Γg “ Γ of genera 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , g, each obtained by taking only the
first i cycles of Γ. Each divisor (when twisted by a multiple of wi until it has
degree 0) lies in a Brill-Noether locus W λipΓi, wiq, where the partitions λi
form an increasing sequence wherein the box px, yq is added to the partition
λi if and only if px, yq has label i in the chosen tableau. Even in the case
where we ultimately care only about the loci W rd pΓq, the more general loci
W λpΓ, wgq are essential, as they are used to record the intermediate steps
in this construction. In this way, our method provides a geometric interpre-
tation of the lingering lattice paths of [CDPR12]: a specific lingering lattice
path records the precise way in which the ramification conditions grow as
cycles are attached to Γ.
Remark 1.11. There are two contexts in algebraic geometry very similar to
divisor theory on chains of cycles: limit linear series on chains of elliptic
curves and limit linear series (as defined for curves of pseudo-compact type
in [Oss16]) on stable curves formed as a chain of pairs of rational curves
joined at two points. In both cases, we suspect that a similar combinatorial
analysis should yield a description of the dimension of these spaces of limit
linear series, and a procedure to enumerate their irreducible components.
Osserman discusses the link between the latter context and that of tropical
chains of cycles in [Oss16].
1.3. Tropicalization. The interplay between algebraic and tropical geom-
etry will take place in the following situation.
Situation 1.12. In addition to the notation of Situation 1.10, let K be
a complete valued field with infinite residue field, and let C be a smooth
projective curve over K. Assume that C has totally split reduction and
minimal skeleton isometric to Γ, and that wg is rational over the value
group of K. Let p P C be a K-point specializing to wg P Γ.
We show in Section 5 that Theorem 1.3 implies the following result on
algebraic curves.
Theorem 1.13. In Situation 1.12, if the torsion profile m of Γ satisfies
mi “ 0 or mi ą i for all i, then pC, pq is Brill-Noether general (as a marked
algebraic curve).
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The generalized Brill-Noether Theorem 1.5 will follow, via Corollary 5.3.
1.4. Organization of the paper. We describe displacement tableaux in
Section 2. The core of the paper is Section 3, in which we parameterize
the Brill-Noether loci on marked chains of cycles and prove our main result,
Theorem 1.4, which establishes a correspondence between the components
of W λpΓ, wgq and displacement tableaux. We also deduce Theorems 1.1
and 1.3. Section 4 summarizes the basic facts about the scheme structure
of W λpC, pq in the algebraic case, and its analysis via intersection theory.
Section 5 proves two semicontinuity properties needed to derive results in
algebraic geometry from our tropical results, which we apply to prove The-
orem 1.13 and complete our tropical proof of the generalized Brill-Noether
Theorem 1.5. Finally, Section 6 states some further questions suggested by
our work.
Acknowledgements. The key ideas for this paper came about through
conversations with Melody Chan, David Jensen, and Sam Payne. The au-
thor is also grateful to Dhruv Ranganathan and Nicola Tarasca for several
helpful conversations.
2. Displacement tableaux
The description in [CDPR12] of special divisors on generic chains gave
a bijection between irreducible components of Brill-Noether loci and stan-
dard Young tableaux. Our description requires the following generalization
of standard tableaux, which incorporates the possibility of special torsion
profiles by allowing some symbols from the alphabet to occur more than
once.
Definition 2.1. Let λ be a partition, and letm “ pm2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mgq be a pg´1q-
tuple of nonnegative integers. An m-displacement tableux on λ is a function
t : λÑ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gu satisfying the following properties.
(1) t is strictly increasing in any given row or column of λ.
(2) For any two distinct boxes px, yq, px1, y1q in λ such that tpx, yq “
tpx1, y1q, the following congruence holds.
x´ y ” x1 ´ y1 pmod mtpx,yqq
We write t $m λ to denote that t is an m-displacement tableau on λ.
Observe that if t satisfies property (1), then it is impossible for two dif-
ferent boxes in t to have the label 1. Therefore property (2) will never refer
to the (unspecified) value of m1.
Example 2.2. The tableau
6
3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4
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is a p0, 3, 3, 0, 2q-displacement tableau. The only repeated symbols are 3,
4, and 6, each of which occurs twice, in two places separated by a lattice
distances 3, 3, and 4, respectively. Since m3 | 3, m4 | 3, and m6 | 4, this is
a p0, 3, 3, 0, 2q-displacement tableau.
Example 2.3. Let 0 denote the pg ´ 1q-tuple p0, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q. Then a 0-
displacement tableau is the same thing as a standard Young tableau with
alphabet t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gu (note that the alphabet may have more elements than
λ has boxes, so not all symbols from the alphabet need to appear).
The following notation will be convenient.
Notation 2.4. Let λ be a partition (identified, as usual, with a subset of
Zą0ˆZą0). Let λ denote the union of λ with all points px, yq P ZˆZ such
that either x ď 0 or y ď 0.
Remark 2.5. In some sense, λ is the more natural set in our application,
since the Riemann-Roch formula guarantees that if either coordinate of the
point pg ´ d ` r, r ` 1q is nonpositive, then all degree d divisors have rank
at least r.
A displacement tableau t may be interpreted as assembly instructions for
the partition λ: boxes are added in g successive steps to produce a sequence
of partitions. The permissible boxes to add at any given step are governed by
the notion of displacement of a partition, which we now define (see Lemma
3.14 for the origin of displacement in our application).
Definition 2.6. Let λ be a partition, and let S be a set of integers. The
upward displacement of λ by S is the partition
disp`pλ, Sq “ λY L,
where L is the set of boxes px, yq R λ such that x´ y P S, px´ 1, yq P λ, and
px, y´ 1q P λ. The elements of L are called the loose boxes of λ with respect
to S.
The displacement process is easy to visualize: each element of z P S
causes a slope-1 line through px, yq “ pz, 0q to be drawn through the Young
diagram. Wherever these lines meet an inward corner, they turn that corner
outwards, adding a box to the partition. Here, we regard the four corners of
the box px, yq as being the points px, yq, px´1, yq, px´1, y´1q, and px, y´1q
in the plane.
Example 2.7. Let λ “ p7, 6, 5, 1q, and let S “ 1` 3Z. Then disp`pλ, Sq “
p8, 6, 5, 2q, as illustrated in the figure below.
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Lemma 2.8. If λ, λ1 are two partitions such that λ Ď λ1 and S is any set
of integers, then disp`pλ, Sq Ď disp`pλ1, Sq.
Proof. Suppose that px, yq is a box in disp`pλ, Sq that is not contained in
λ1. Then certainly it is not contained in λ, so it was loose in λ. Therefore
px´ 1, yq and px, y ´ 1q both lie in λ, and hence in λ1. Thus px, yq was also
loose in λ1, so it lies in disp`pλ1, Sq. Therefore every box in disp`pλ, Sq also
lies in disp`pλ1, Sq. 
Displacement of partitions and displacement tableaux are related by the
following combinatorial fact.
Corollary 2.9. Let t be an m-displacement tableau on a partition λ, and
let S1, S2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Sg be sets of integers such that for all boxes px, yq P λ, x´y P
Stpx,yq. Define a sequence of partitions λ0, λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λg inductively as follows.
λ10 “ H
λ1i`1 “ disp
`pλ1i, Si`1q
Then λ Ď λ1g.
Proof. Let λi “ t
´1pt1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iuq be the sub-partition of λ given by boxes
with labels less than or equal to i. By definition of displacement tableaux,
all boxes with label i`1 are loose in λi with respect to the set Si. Therefore
λi`1 Ď disp
`pλi, Si`1q. It follows from Lemma 2.8 and induction on i that
λi Ď λ
1
i for all i. 
3. Combinatorics of W λpΓ, wgq
Let pΓ, wgq be as in Situation 1.10. The language of displacement tableaux
allows a succinct and explicit parameterization (Theorem 1.4) of all Brill-
Noether loci W λpΓ, wgq. We will use the following notation to conveniently
denote points of the cycles of Γ.
Definition 3.1. In Situation 1.10, for any ξ P R let xξyi denote the point
on the ith cycle that is located ξ ¨ ℓpviwiq units clockwise from wi, where
ℓpviwiq denotes the length of the clockwise edge from vi to wi.
Remark 3.2. In this notation,
(1) The points vi and wi are equal to x´1yi and x0yi, respectively;
(2) If n1, n2 are integers, then xn1yi “ xn2yi if and only if n1 ” n2
pmod miq, where mi denotes the torsion order on the ith cycle.
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The following lemma gives a convenient bijection between PicdpΓq and
the product of the g cycles of Γ.
Lemma 3.3. Let D be any divisor of degree d on Γ. Then D is linearly
equivalent to a unique divisor of the form
gÿ
i“1
xξiyi ` pd´ gq ¨ wg.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that d “ g. So we must show that
every degree g divisor is linearly equivalent to a unique sum of g points xξiyi,
with exactly one point on each cycle.
Existence of ξi: We may assume that the support of D is contained only
on the cycles, since any point on a bridge is linearly equivalent to every other
point on the the bridge. Next, by adding an integer linear combination of
the divisors wi ´ vi`1 (each of which is linearly equivalent to 0), we may
assume that the portion of D supported on the ith cycle has degree 1. By
the Riemann-Roch formula, any degree 1 divisor on a genus 1 metric graph is
linearly equivalent to an effective degree 1 divisor. Therefore we can replace
the part of D supported on cycle i by a linearly equivalent divisor of the
form xξiyi for some ξi.
Uniqueness of xξiyi: Suppose that D “
řg
i“1xξiyi and D
1 “
řg
i“1xξ
1
iyi are
two linearly equivalent degree g divisors, each consisting of exactly one chip
on each cycle. ThenD´D1 is the principle divisor of a rational function f on
Γ. Since the degree of the part ofD´D1 to the left of vi or the right of wi is 0,
the slope of f is 0 on all bridges. Therefore, by restricting f to the ith cycle,
we obtain a rational function on the cycle whose principle divisor is equal to
xξiyi ´ xξ
1
iyi. But two points on a cycle are linearly equivalent as divisors if
and only if they are the same point: otherwise the rational function whose
principle divisor is their difference would have slope s on one interval, and
slope s ` 1 on a complementary interval of the cycle, which is impossible
since both these slopes would be nonnegative or both nonpositive, with at
least one nonzero. 
Remark 3.4. The values ξi are easy to compute, given the divisor D. Define,
for any point p P Γ and index i, the number rξippq to be ´1 if p lies to the left
of vi, 0 if p lies to the right of wi, and otherwise to be ζ such that p “ xζyi.
The function rξi extends to all divisors by linearity. Then the desired values
ξi are
ξipDq “ pi´ 1q ` rξipDq.
The value ξi is well-defined modulo the length of the the ith cycle. Note that
ξipDq is not a linear function of the divisor D. Instead, it has the feature
that ξipKΓ ´Dq “ ´ξipDq, since ξipKΓq “ 2pi ´ 1q.
Lemma 3.3 identifies PicdpΓq with the product of the g cycles. Every
displacement tableau t $m λ defines a sub-torus in Pic
0pΓq as follows.
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Definition 3.5. Use the notation of Situation 1.10. Let t be anm-displacement
tableau on a partition λ. Denote by Tptq the set of divisor classes of the
form
gÿ
i“1
xξiyi ´ g ¨ wg,
where ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξg are real numbers such that
ξtpx,yq ” x´ y mod mtpx,yq
for all px, yq P λ.
Observe that while this definition makes use of the first torsion order m1
of the chain in question, although this number is not included in the torsion
profile m. This apparent discrepancy is harmless since the value of m1 is
immaterial to the definition of an m-displacement tableau.
Remark 3.6. If t˚ is the dual tableau of t (obtained by switching the axes),
then Tpt˚q is the Serre dual of Tptq, twisted by ´p2g ´ 2qwg (i.e. the set of
classes rKΓ ´D ´ p2g ´ 2qwgs such that rDs P Tptq).
The definition of m-displacement tableaux ensures that Tptq is well-
defined and non-empty, since no two boxes of t will impose conflicting con-
ditions on ξi (due to the second part of Remark 3.2).
The main result of this paper, Theorem 1.4 from the introduction, asserts
that
W λpΓ, wgq “
ď
t$mλ
Tptq.
We prove Theorem 1.4 in Section 3.3. The key ingredient is Lemma 3.14,
which illuminates the link between displacement of partitions and Brill-
Noether loci.
3.1. Applications and examples of Theorem 1.4. For now, we will
assume the result of Theorem 1.4, demonstrate how to use it in several
examples, and deduce some consequences.
Corollary 3.7. The dimension of the largest component of W λpΓ, wgq is
equal to the maximum number of omitted symbols in an m-displacement
tableau on λ. This is equal to g ´ |λ| if and only if it is impossible for an
m-displacement tableau on λ to have any repeated symbols.
Proof. Each Tptq is homeomorphic to a torus, whose dimension is equal
to the number of symbols i P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gu that do not occur in t. This
dimension is equal to g ´ |λ| if and only if each symbol in t occurs exactly
once. 
Corollary 3.8. The metric graph Γ is Brill-Noether general (as a metric
graph without a marked point, i.e. in the original sense of [CDPR12]) if
and only if every m-displacement tableau on a rectangular partition has all
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entries distinct. The marked metric graph pΓ, wgq is Brill-Noether general
(as a marked metric graph) if and only if every m-displacement tableau on
any partition has all entries distinct.
Example 3.9. Suppose that g “ 4 and consider the locus W 1
3
pΓq. This is
in bijection with W λpΓ, wgq, where λ “ p2, 2q. From the theory of algebraic
curves, we expect this to be finite set with two elements, unless Γ is special.
Indeed, there are two standard Young tableaux on λ, which correspond to
the following two divisor classes of degree 3.
3 4
1 2
x0y1 ` x1y2 ` x´1y3 ` x0y4 ´ wg
2 4
1 3
x0y1 ` x´1y2 ` x1y3 ` x0y4 ´ wg
If m “ 0 (i.e. Γ is general), then these are the only points of W 13 pΓq.
However, there are two situations in which additional points exist: if m2 “
2 or if m3 “ 2. For example, if m2 “ 2, there are two additional one-
dimensional tori in W 13 pΓq, coming from the two p0, 2, 0, 0q-displacement
tableaux below. The second loop is drawn differently to show that m2 “ 2,
and ˚s denote either variables or points which are free to vary (giving the
degree of freedom of the torus).
2 4
1 2 ˚
x0y1 ` x1y2 ` x˚y3 ` x0y4 ´ wg
2 3
1 2
´1
˚
x0y1 ` x1y2 ` x0y3 ` x˚y4 ´ wg
Example 3.10. (Hyperelliptic chains) The locus W 12 pΓq is nonempty if and
only if there exists an m-displacement tableau on λ “ pg ´ 1, g ´ 1q. The
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only possible displacement tableau on this partition is the following.
t “
2 3 4 ¨ ¨ ¨ g
1 2 3 ¨ ¨ ¨ g ´ 1
This is anm-displacement tableau if and only ifm2 “ m3 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ mg´1 “ 2.
Therefore a chain has a degree 2 divisor class of rank 1 if and only if all of
these torsion orders are 2. Theorem 1.4 also shows that this divisor class is
unique: it must be the divisor class of x0y1 `
řg
i“2xi´ 3yi ´ pg ´ 2qwg.
We close this subsection by showing how Theorem 1.4 implies Theorems
1.1 and 1.3, which give necessary and sufficient criteria for a chain of cycles to
be Brill-Noether general (in the sense of [CDPR12]), and for a marked chain
of cycles (with marked point on the rightmost cycle) to be Brill-Noether
general (as a marked metric graph).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. First, we show that the condition that mi “ 0 or
mi ą minpi, g ` 1 ´ iq is necessary for Brill-Noether generality. Suppose
that i is an index such that mi ‰ 0, mi ď g ` 1 ´ i, and mi ď i. Let
λ “ pmi,miq and define a function t : λÑ Z by
tpx, 1q “ x´mi ` i,
tpx, 2q “ x` i´ 1.
The given inequalities guarantee that 1 ď tpx, yq ď g, and t has exactly one
repeated value: tpmi, 1q “ tp1, 2q “ i. Therefore t is an m-displacement
tableau on a rectangular partition with a repeated entry. It follows from
Corollary 3.8 that Γ is not Brill-Noether general.
Now we show that the condition is sufficient. Suppose that Γ is not Brill-
Noether general; we will show that there exists some i such that 0 ă mi ď
minpi, g` 1´ iq. By corollary 3.8, there exists a rectangular partition λ and
a displacement tableau t $m λ with a repeated symbol. Select such a rect-
angular partition λ and tableau t so that |λ| is as small as possible. Suppose
that px, yq, px1, y1q are two distinct boxes containing the index i in t. Assume
without loss of generality that x ă x1 and y ą y1. Then in fact px, yq is the
upper-left corner of λ, and px1, y1q is the lower-right corner, since otherwise
one can restrict t to the rectangle with corners px, yq, px, y1q, px1, y1q, px1, yq
and regard this as an m-displacement tableau on a smaller rectangle, con-
tradicting the minimality of |λ|. It follows that x “ 1, y1 “ 1, and the only
repetition of symbols in t is tp1, yq “ tpx1, 1q. Let this common label be i.
Then the boxes p1, y´1q, p1, y´2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ p1, 1q, p2, 1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , px1´1, 1q (x1`y´3
boxes total) all have distinct labels strictly less than i, so x1` y´ 3 ď i´ 1.
Since t is anm-displacement tableau, py´1q´p1´x1q is divisible bymi; since
py´1q´p1´x1q “ x1`y´2 is positive, it follows thatmi ą 0 andmi ď x
1`y´
2 ď i. Similarly, all the boxes p2, yq, p3, yq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , px1, yq, px1, y ´ 1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , px1, 1q
have distinct labels greater than i, and it follows that x1 ` y ´ 3 ď g ´ i,
hence mi ď g ` 1´ i. Therefore 0 ă mi ď minpi, g ` 1´ iq, as desired. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. First, suppose that there exists an index i such that
0 ă mi ď i. Let λ be the partition pmi, 1q, and define a function t in exactly
the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 (but restricted to the smaller,
non-rectangular partition). Then t is an m-displacement tableau with the
symbol i repeated, so pΓ, wgq is not Brill-Noether general.
Conversely, suppose that pΓ, wgq is not Brill-Noether general. We will
show that there exists some i P t2, 3 ¨ ¨ ¨ , gu such that mi ď i. There exists
some partition λ with a m-displacement tableau t that repeats some symbol
i. Suppose that i “ tpx, yq “ tpx1, y1q, and assume without loss of generality
that x ă x1 and y ą y1. Then the boxes px, y´1q, px, y´2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , px, y1q, px`
1, y1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , px1´1, y1q constitute px´yq´px1´y1q´1 boxes with distinct labels
in t. Hence i ě px´ yq ´ px1 ´ y1q ą 0. Since mi divides px´ yq ´ px
1 ´ y1q,
it follows that mi ď i. 
3.2. Displacement of Weierstrass partitions. We now begin the pro-
cess of proving Theorem 1.4. We begin by linking the notion of displacement
of partitions to divisors on metric graphs.
Definition 3.11. Let D be a degree 0 divisor on a marked metric graph
pΓ, wq. Define
λΓ,wpDq “ tpg ´ d` r, r ` 1q : d, r P Z, rpD ` d ¨ wq ě ru.
If D is a divisor of any degree, define λΓ,wpDq to be λΓ,wpD ´ degD ¨ wq.
The Weierstrass partition of D at w is the set
λΓ,wpDq “ λΓ,wpDq X Z
2
ą0.
Remark 3.12. The word Weierstrass is chosen due to the following analogy
with Weierstrass semigroups on algebraic curve: if pC, pq is a marked alge-
braic curve, D is a divisor, and λC,ppDq is defined in the same manner as
above, then λC,pp0q (the Weierstrass partition of divisor 0) encodes the data
of the Weierstrass semigroup of the point p.
This set λΓ,wpDq is (the boxes in the Young diagram of) a partition since
rpD ´ wq ď rpDq and rpD ` wq ď rpDq ` 1. The Riemann-Roch formula
implies that λΓ,w always contains all points px, yq with x ď 0 or y ď 0,
so no information is lost in considering only the (finite) set λΓ,wpDq. The
definition of W λpΓ, wq implies that for any partition λ,
rDs P W λpΓ, wq if and only if λ Ď λΓ,wpDq.
The purpose of this subsection and the next is to explain how to compute
the Weierstrass partition of any divisor on a chain of cycles as in Situation
1.10. We begin in a more general situation. Let A be any metric graph,
and u P A a point. Let C be a cycle, and v,w be two distinct points on
C. Denote by Γ the metric graph obtained by attaching C to A by an
edge connecting u to v (see Figure 3). We will explain how the Weierstrass
partition of a divisor D at w on Γ is related to the Weierstrass partition
of the restriction of D to the metric graph A at the marked point u. The
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Γ “ A
u v w
C
Figure 3. A marked point being displaced across a single cycle.
relationship is surprisingly simple, and it is the origin of our choice of the
word displacement: when the marked graph pA, uq is “displaced” to the
marked graph pΓ, wq, the Weierstrass partition is displaced upward (in the
sense of the disp` operation) in a manner than depends on the torsion order
of the divisor w´ v (which in turn depends only on the edge lengths of C).
We will denote the points of C as follows, parallel to our notation when
describing the chain of cycles. Here ℓpvwq denotes the length of the clockwise
edge from v to w.
xξy “ the point on C located ξ ¨ ℓpvwq units clockwise from w.
Let m denote the nonnegative generator of tn P Z : xny “ x0yu, i.e. the
torsion order of the divisor w ´ v.
We summarize in the following lemma a few useful facts about metric
graphs of this form.
Lemma 3.13. Let Γ be the metric graph described above.
(1) Let DA,D
1
A be two divisors on A, and let DC ,D
1
C be two divisors on
C. Then DA `DC is linearly equivalent to D
1
A `D
1
C if and only if
both
DA ` degpDCq ¨ u „ D
1
A ` degpD
1
Cq ¨ u as divisors on A, and
DC ` degpDAq ¨ v „ D
1
C ` degpD
1
Aq ¨ v as divisors on C.
(2) Let ℓpCq denote the length of the cycle C. Define a function σ :
DivpCq Ñ R{ pℓpCq ¨ Zq by xξy ÞÑ pξ`ℓpCq¨Zq, extended by linearity.
Two divisors on C are linearly equivalent if and only if they have the
same degree and the same image under σ.
(3) Let DA,DC be divisors supported on A and C respectively. The
linear series |DA `DC |Γ is nonempty if and only if there exists an
integer n such that both |DA`n ¨u|A and |DC´n ¨v|C are nonempty.
Here the subscript in the notation | ¨ |X indicates the metric graph
on which the complete linear series is to be formed.
Proof. The first part follows from the observation that a divisor D is prin-
cipal on Γ if and only if the restriction of D to A differs from a principal
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divisor by a multiple of u and the restriction of D to C differs from a princi-
pal divisor by a multiple of v. The second part is standard. The third part
is a corollary of the first; we can take D1A and D
1
C to be the restrictions to
A and C of any element of the complete linear series of DA`DC , after first
moving all chips on the edge uv to one end or the other. 
The following lemma is the key to all of our analysis of chains of cycles.
Lemma 3.14. Let D be any divisor of degree g ´ 1 on A, where g is the
genus of Γ, and p any point on C. Then
λΓ,wpD ` pq “
#
disp`pλA,upDq, z `mZq if p “ xzy for some integer z,
λA,upDq otherwise.
Proof. Throughout this proof, we will use the following vocabulary to make
several statements more succinct: we call a divisor D on a marked metric
graph pΓ, wq a weak grd for pΓ, wq if rpD`pd´degDqwq ě r. In other words,
a weak grd differs from a g
r
d by a multiple of the marked point
1.
Fix positive integers x, y, and define integers r “ y´1 and d “ y´x`g´1.
Then px, yq P λΓ,wpD ` pq if and only if D ` p is a weak g
r
d for pΓ, wq. We
will establish the following two claims.
(1) If p ‰ xx ´ yy, then D ` p is a weak grd for Γ if and only if D is a
weak grd´1 for A.
(2) If p “ xx´ yy, then D` p is a weak grd for Γ if and only if D is both
a weak grd and a weak g
r´1
d´2 for A.
Translated into the language of Weierstrass partitions, these claims assert
that px, yq P λΓ,wpD ` pq if and only if either:
(1’) p ‰ xx´ yy and px, yq P λA,upDq, or
(2’) p “ xx´ yy and both px, y ´ 1q and px´ 1, yq lie in λA,upDq.
We now show that these two claims imply the lemma. Consider first the
case where p “ xzy for some integer z. Then the set of all integers z1 such
that xz1y “ xzy is the arithmetic progression z ` mZ, hence p “ xx ´ yy
if any only if x ´ y ” z pmod mq. Therefore, claims (1) and (2) amount,
in this case, to saying that px, yq P λΓ,wpD ` pq if and only if px, yq P
disp`pλA,upDq, z`mZq. Consider next the case where p is not equal to xzy
for any integer z. Then p ‰ xx ´ yy for all choices of px, yq, so claim (1)
shows that λΓ,wpD ` pq “ λA,upDq in this case. Therefore the two claims
will imply the lemma.
Proof of claims (1) and (2). Let ξ be a real number such that p “ xξy.
Observe that the divisor D` p` pd´ gqw is linearly equivalent to D` pd´
gqv`xξ`d´gy by Lemma 3.13, which is equal toD`pd´gqv`xξ`y´x´1y.
Let D1 denote this degree d divisor.
1In the context of algebraic curves, “a grd” usually means a linear series, i.e. a choice of
both a degree d divisor class and a r ` 1-dimensional space of sections of the associated
line bundle. In our context, there is nothing analogous to a vector space of sections, so
we will use the phrase to refer only to the divisor class.
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By definition, D ` p is a weak grd for pΓ, wq if and only if |D
1 ´ E| ‰ H
for all effective divisors E of degree r. Replacing E by a linearly equivalent
divisor if necessary, it suffices to consider only effective divisors E with at
most one chip on C, and no chips on the interior of the edge from u to v.
Case 1: E has one chip on C and r´ 1 chips on A. Let the chip on C be
placed at the point xδy, and let EA “ E ´ xδy be the part supported on A.
By Lemma 3.13, |D1 ´ E| ‰ H if and only if there exists an integer n such
that |D´EA`n¨u|A ‰ H and |pd´g´nq¨v`xξ`y´x´1y´xδy|C ‰ H. By
Lemma 3.13 and the fact that v “ x´1y, the second condition is equivalent
to
|pd´ g ´ n` 1q ¨ v ´ xδ ´ ξ ´ y ` xy| ‰ H on C.
This holds either if d ´ g ´ n ` 1 ě 2 or if d ´ g ´ n ` 1 “ 1 and
xδ ´ ξ ´ y ` xy “ v. Therefore, as long as xδy is not equal to one specific
point (namely, xξ`y´x´1y), the maximum value of n satisfying the second
condition of Lemma 3.13(3) is n “ d´g´1. Hence assuming that xδy is not
equal to this point, |D1´E| ‰ H on Γ if and only if |D`pd´g´1qu´EA| ‰
H. This holds for every choice of degree-pr ´ 1q effective EA on A if and
only if D is a weak gr´1d´2 for A.
We conclude that |D`p´E| ‰ H for all degree r effective E with exactly
one chip on C if and only if D is a weak gr´1d´2 on A.
Case 2: E is supported on A. Again, we analyze the maximum value of
n such that when n ¨ v is subtracted from the part of D1 ´ E supported on
C, the result has nonempty linear series. The part of D1 ´ E supported
on C consists of pd ´ gqv ` xξ ` y ´ x ´ 1y, hence there are two cases: if
xξ ` y ´ x ´ 1y “ v, then the maximum n is d ´ g ` 1, and otherwise it is
d´ g. The hypothesis of the first case is equivalent to p “ xx´ yy. Define
ǫ “
#
1 if p “ xx´ yy
0 otherwise.
Lemma 3.13 now says that |D1 ´ E| ‰ H on Γ if and only if |D `
pd ´ g ` ǫqu ´ E| ‰ H on A. This holds for every effective degree r
divisor on A if and only if D is a weak grd´1`ǫ for A.
End of the proof: combining these two cases, we see that D` p is a weak
grd for Γ if and only if D is both a weak g
r´1
d´2 and a weak g
r
d´1`ǫ for A. If
p “ xx´ yy, i.e. ǫ “ 1, this is precisely claim (2). If p ‰ xx´ yy, i.e. ǫ “ 0,
then this is equivalent to saying only that D is a weak grd´1, since a weak
grd´1 is automatically also a weak g
r´1
d´2; this gives claim (1) and completes
the proof of the lemma. 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.4. We now return Situation 1.10, where Γ is a
chain of cycles with torsion profile m. By induction on the genus (where
the base case may be taken to be a genus 0 metric graph consisting of a
single vertex), Lemma 3.14 immediately gives the a description, in terms
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of displacement, of the Weierstrass partition of a divisor of the form D “řg
i“1xξiyi, as follows.
Corollary 3.15. Let D be the degree g divisor
řg
i“1xξyi on the marked graph
pΓ, wgq of Situation 1.10. For i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , g, let Si “ tz P Z : xξiyi “ xzyiu.
This is either empty, a set with one element (in which case mi “ 0), or a
congruence class modulo mi. Define partitions λ0, λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λg as follows.
λ0 “ H
λi`1 “ disp
`pλi, Si`1q
Then the Weierstrass partition of D on pΓ, wg) is λg.
Lemma 3.16. If t $m λ, then Tptq ĎW
λpΓ, wgq.
Proof. Suppose that rDs P Tptq. Define sets S1, S2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Sg and partitions
λ0, λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λg as in corollary 3.15; by that corollary, λg is the Weierstrass
partition of D for pΓ, wgq. It suffices to prove that λ Ď λg. By the definition
of Tptq, the sets Si satisfy the condition that x´y P Stpx,yq for all px, yq P λ.
Therefore Si also meet the hypothesis of Corollary 2.9, from which it follows
that λ Ď λg, as desired. 
Lemma 3.17. If rDs P W λpΓ, wgq, then there exists an m-displacement
tableau t such that rDs P Tptq.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, we may assume without loss of generality that D `
g ¨wg consists of exactly one chip on each cycle of Γ. Let the position of the
chip on the ith cycle be xξiyi.
For each i P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gu, denote by Γi the first i cycles of the chain
Γ (with the bridges between them), and denote by Di the restriction of
D ` g ¨ wg to Γi. Let λi be the Weierstrass partition of Di for the marked
metric graph pΓi, wiq. Then by Lemma 3.14, these partitions are related by
λi`1 “ disp
`pλi, Si`1q,
where Si “ tz P Z : xξiyi “ xzyiu. In particular, all of the boxes px, yq in
λi`1zλi have values of x´ y that are congruent modulo mi.
Define a function t : λÑ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gu by
tpx, yq “ minti : px, yq P λiu.
The previous paragraph shows that t is in fact an m-displacement tableau.
Each px, yq P λ is a loose box of λtpx,yq´1 with respect to the set Stpx,yq,
so in particular x ´ y P Stpx,yq, i.e. xξtpx,yqytpx,yq “ xx ´ yytpx,yq. Therefore
rDs P Tptq. 
Theorem 1.4 follows directly from Lemmas 3.16 and 3.17.
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4. Algebraic geometry of W λpC, pq
Throughout this section, let C denote a smooth projective curve over a
field K, and p P CpKq a K-point. We will define the structure of W λpC, pq
as a subscheme of Pic0pCq, and compute its expected dimension and class
via intersection theory.
We first review the scheme structure of W rd pCq, following [ACGH85, IV
§3]. If an effective divisor E of degree at least 2g ´ d ´ 1 is fixed, then the
vector spaces H0pLpEqq (where L varies over all degree d line bundles) all
have the same dimension degE ` d´ g ` 1, and form the fibers of a vector
bundle M over PicdpCq. A second vector bundle P may be formed, whose
fiber over rLs P PicdpCq is H0pLpEq{Lq. There is an obvious map M Ñ P
of vector bundles. Observe that for any particular line bundle L of degree d,
h0pLq ě r ` 1 if and only if dimker
`
H0pLpEqq Ñ H0pLpEq{Lq
˘
ě pr ` 1q.
Therefore W rd pCq is defined to be the subscheme of Pic
dpCq whose defining
equations are, locally, the NˆN minors of a trivialization of the bundle map
MÑ P, where N “ pdegE` d´ g´ r` 1q. The details of the construction
of the vector bundles M,P, as well as the fact that this scheme does not
depend on any of the choices made, can be found in [ACGH85].
Each scheme W rd pCq may be regarded as a subscheme of Pic
0pCq, via the
isomorphism L ÞÑ Lp´d ¨ pq.
Definition 4.1. The scheme W λpC, pq is the intersection of all the schemes
W rd pCq such that pg´d`r, r`1q P λ, where these are regarded as subschemes
of Pic0pCq.
Definition 4.1 is the most natural definition, but it is difficult to use since
the various schemes being intersected are not transverse. We therefore give
an alternative characterization, to which we can apply intersection theory.
First, since we wish to describe a locus in Pic0pCq rather than PicdpCq,
we may replace L by Lpd ¨ pq in the discussion above.
Next, suppose that in the construction of the schemes W rd pCq we choose
the divisor E to be p2g ´ 1 ´ dq ¨ p. Then the same vector bundle M can
be used in the construction of every locus W rd pCq; its fiber over rLs will be
H0pLpp2g ´ 1qpqq. The bundle P used in the definition of W rd pCq has fibers
naturally identified with H0pLpp2g´1q ¨pq{Lpd ¨pqq (note that we now write
Lpd ¨pq since L is a degree 0 line bundle, and Lpd ¨pq is the line bundle which
is required to have r ` 1 sections). Write this bundle as Pd. These vector
bundles, for various choices of d, fit into a flag of quotients.
P “ P´1 ։ P0 ։ P1 ։ ¨ ¨ ¨։ P2g´1 “ 0
In this notation, we can alternatively characterize W λpC, pq as the follow-
ing degeneracy locus.
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W λpC, pq “
 
rLs P Pic0pCq : rankpMrLs Ñ
`
PdqrLs
˘
ď g ´ r ´ 1
whenever pr ` 1, g ´ d` rq P λu
Degeneracy loci of this form are analyzed in [Ful92]. The expected codi-
mension of this degeneracy locus is equal to |λ|, and the class of the locus, in
case it has the correct dimension, can be computed from the Chern classes
of M and Pd. By [ACGH85, VII §4] (where the same bundles are used
to analyze W rd pCq), Pi has trivial Chern classes, and M has Chern classes
given by
cip´Mq “ Θ
i{i!.
By [Ful92, Theorem 10.1], this degeneracy locus supports a (Chow or
singular cohomology) class given by the following determinant, with this
class being equal to the class of the degeneracy locus in case the dimensions
match. Here λ˚
1
denotes the largest element of the dual partition, i.e. the
number of nonzero elements of λ.
ΩλpCq “ det pcλi´i`jp´Mqq1ďi,jďλ˚
1
“ det
´
Θλi´i`j{pλi ´ i` jq!
¯
1ďi,jďλ˚
1
“ Θ|λ| ¨ det p1{pλi ´ i` jq!q1ďi,jďλ˚
1
In the last line, the number 1{n! should be interpreted to be 0 when n ă 0.
By Aitken’s determinantal formula [Ait43], this determinant is equal to the
number of standard Young tableaux on λ divided by |λ|!; by the hook length
formula [FRT54] we can express this as the product of the reciprocals of the
hook lengths of λ.
We therefore deduce the following fact.
Proposition 4.2. If g ě |λ|, then the Brill-Noether locus W λpC, pq is
nonempty of dimension at least g ´ |λ|. If the dimension of W λpC, pq is
exactly g ´ |λ|, then its (Chow or singular cohomology) class is equal to
Θ|λ|
O ź
px,yqPλ
hookpx, yq .
5. Tropicalization
This section is concerned with the marked curve pC, pq from Situation
1.12. We will prove Theorem 1.13, which is a corollary of a pair of “semi-
continuity” results.
The retraction from the Berkovich analytic space Can to its skeleton ex-
tends by linearity to divisors and induces a map
Trop : PicpCq Ñ PicpΓq.
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When K is the field of fractions of a discrete valuation ring, this map is
identical to the tropicalization map of [Bak08]. This map has two important
properties, which can be interpreted as two forms of semicontinuity for Trop.
Proposition 5.1.
(1) The image of W λpC, pq under Trop lies in the locus W λpΓ, wgq.
(2) dimW λpΓ, wgq ě dimW
λpC, pq.
Proof. The definition of Trop implies that for any divisor D on C and any
integer n, TroppD ` n ¨ pq “ TroppDq ` nwg. Therefore it suffices to show
that TroppW rd pCqq Ď W
r
d pΓq for all integers r, d. This is precisely the spe-
cialization inequality of [Bak08]; although that paper works in the discrete
valuation case, the proof applies without modification to the general case.
This establishes part (1).
The tropical Jacobian Pic0pΓq is isomorphic to the skeleton ΣpPic0pCqanq
[BR15], and this isomorphism is compatible with the tropicalization map.
Therefore Gubler’s results on tropicalization of subvarieties of abelian va-
rieties apply: by [Gub07, Theorem 6.9], a variety of pure dimension d in
Pic0pCq has image, under the retraction to the skeleton ΣpPic0pCqq, of
pure dimension d. Combining this with part (1), it follows that the im-
age TroppW λpC, pqq Ď Γ contains a tropical variety of dimension equal to
the dimension of W λpC, pq, and part (2) follows. 
Corollary 5.2 (Theorem 1.13). In Situation 1.12, if for each i either mi “ 0
or mi ą i, then for every partition λ, W
λpC, pq has the expected dimension.
Proof. Theorem 1.3 and Proposition 5.1. 
Corollary 5.3. Working over any algebraically closed field, if pC, pq is a
general marked curve, then for every partition λ, W λpC, pq has the expected
dimension, and Chow class given by Formula (1).
Proof. Theorem 1.13 and deformation theory (cf. [Bak08, Appendix]) show
the existence of Brill-Noether general marked curves over any complete val-
ued field with infinite residue field. The existence of Brill-Noether general
marked curves over an arbitrary algebraically closed field follows from the
fact that the coarse moduli space Mg,1 of marked smooth curves is a scheme
of finite type over SpecZ, and the locus of Brill-Noether general points is
Zariski open and surjects onto SpecZ.
Proposition 4.2 shows that the Chow class is given by formula (1). 
The generalized Brill-Noether theorem (Theorem 1.5) follows from Corol-
lary 5.3.
6. Further questions for arbitrary metric graphs
The detailed description, for marked chains of cycles pΓ, wgq, of the Brill-
Noether loci W λpΓ, wgq, makes it possible to see an intriguing analogy with
the theory of algebraic curves; we believe that extending this analogy to
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arbitrary metric graphs might yield further insight. In this section we for-
mulate this analogy and the questions arising from it.
For a marked algebraic curve pC, pq, classical intersection theory, as dis-
cussed in Section 4, guarantees not only that W λpC, pq is nonempty (when
g´ |λ| ě 0), but that all of its irreducible components are at least pg´ |λ|q-
dimensional and that it supports a particular intersection class, namely
Θ
|λ|
C {
ś
px,yqPλ hookpx, yq. Furthermore, this is precisely the class ofW
λpC, pq
when its dimension is exactly g ´ |λ|.
Even though there is currently no equivalent in tropical intersection the-
ory of the machinery available to study degeneracy loci in algebraic geometry
(as in [Ful92]), the same facts outlined in the previous paragraph hold in
the context of chains of cycles, when interpreted in a suitable way. Indeed,
observe that if pΓ, wgq is a marked chain of cycles as in Situation 1.10, and
λ is a partition, then regardless of the torsion profile there is always a locus
given by those tableaux that have no repeating symbols, namelyď
t$0λ
Tptq ĎW λpΓ, wgq.
The parameterization provided by Defintion 3.5 shows that this locus varies
continuously as the edge lengths of Γ vary. In this section we will refer to
this subset as the stable locus. It consists of a union of pg´|λ|q-dimensional
tori. Furthermore, observe that any point of W λpΓ, wgq that is not in the
stable locus necessarily sits in a torus Tptq coming from a tableau t with a
repeated symbol, i.e. a torus of dimension strictly greater than g´|λ|. Thus
the locus W λpΓ, wgq is equal to the stable locus if and only if it is exactly
pg ´ |λ|q-dimensional.
To complete the analogy with algebraic curves, we point out that, in a
suitable sense, the stable locus has intersection class Θ
|λ|
Γ
{
ś
px,yqPλ hookpx, yq.
We must define what we mean by these terms.
For any metric graph Γ of genus g, there is a tropical subvariety ΘΓ Ă
Picg´1, called the tropical theta divisor, which can be identified withW 0g´1pΓq;
see [MZ08]. As usual, we suppose that we have chosen a marked point w P Γ,
and regard ΘΓ as a subset of Pic
0pΓq. When Γ is a chain of cycles, Theorem
1.4 shows that ΘΓ is a union of pg´1q-dimensional tori (the Young diagram
associated to r “ 0, d “ g ´ 1 is a single box), each obtained by fixing one
coordinate ξi to be equal to 0 (in the notation of Lemma 3.3). If d is a posi-
tive integer, and we choose d general translates of ΘΓ, we can easily describe
the intersection of these translates: it is a union of gpg ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pg ´ d ` 1q
sub-tori, each giving by fixing d coordinates ξi. More precisely, for each
choice of d coordinates, the intersection includes d! tori given by fixing these
d coordinates.
Now, observe that the stable locus ofW λpΓ, wgq has a similar description:
for each standard Young tableaux on λ and choice of |λ| symbols from the
set t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gu, there is one torus in the stable locus, given by fixing the
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|λ| coordinates chosen. By the hook-length formula [FRT54], the number of
tori in the stable locus fixing a given set of |λ| coordinates is
|λ|!{
ź
px,yqPλ
hookpx, yq.
Provided that any subtorus of Pic0pΓq is regarded as “equivalent” to any
translate of itself, it follows that the stable locus of W λpΓ, wgq may be re-
garded as being equivalent to 1{
ś
px,yqPλ hookpx, yq times the locus given by
intersecting |λ| general translates of ΘΓ. This precisely mirrors the formula
for the expected class of W λpC, pq in the algebraic case.
To formulate a more general statement for arbitrary marked metric graphs
pΓ, wq, we require a suitable equivalence relation on tropical subvarieties of
Pic0pΓq. One candidate is the notion of rational equivalence described in
[AHR16]. Whatever choice is made, it should be compatible with tropical
intersection theory, e.g. as developed in [AR10].
To extend the analogy outlined above to arbitrary marked metric graphs,
several questions present themselves.
Question 6.1. If pΓ, wq is any marked metric graph, is the local dimension
of W λpΓ, wq at least g ´ |λ| at every point?
Note that the semicontinuity results of Section 5 imply that the local
dimension of W λpΓ, wq is at least g ´ |λ| at every point that lifts to a point
of W λpC, pq on an algebraic marked curve. This does not rule out the
existence of extra components of smaller dimension.
Question 6.2. If pΓ, wq is any marked metric graph, does the locusW λpΓ, wq
always support a tropical subvariety equivalent (in a suitable sense) to
Θ
|λ|
Γ
{
ś
px,yqPλ hookpx, yq? Is there a “canonical” such locus that varies con-
tinuously as the edge lengths vary (analogous to the “stable” locus defined
above for chains of cycles)?
Question 6.3. If Γ is a metric graph, w is a marked point, and λ is a partition
such thatW λpΓ, wq has pure dimension g´|λ|, mustW λpΓ, wq be equivalent
(in a suitable sense) to Θ
|λ|
Γ
{
ś
px,yqPλ hookpx, yq?
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